• energy resolution
• energy linearity
• detection threshold The success of experimental physics and the quality of the results generally depends on the quality of the available detection systems !
Applications of Low Temperature Detectors -an Overview
Atomic and Nuclear physics:
• X-ray detection ⇒ high energy resolution • Ion detection ⇒ high energy resolution ⇒ good energy linearity Astrophysics:
• dark matter ⇒ low detection threshold
• solar neutrinos ⇒ low detection threshold
• cosmic x-rays ⇒ high energy resolution
Particle physics:
• ββ0ν-decay ⇒ absorber = source ( 130 Te)
• neutrino mass from β-endpoint determ. ⇒ absorber = source ( 187 Re) for more detailed information see: fall time: τ 2 = C/k (≈ 100 µsec -10 msec)
after particle absorption and decay of excited electronic states (≈ 10 -8 sec):
• thermalisation ⇒ energy is converted to heat (thermal phonons)
• energy transport to the heat sink • more complete energy detection ⇒ better linearity and resolution energy deposited in phonons and ionisation contributes to the signal (for ionisation detectors: losses up to 60-80% due to: -recombination -direct phonon production)
• small noise power at low temperatures 209 Bi, E = 11.6 MeV/u ⇒ ∆E/E = 1.8 x 10 -3 with ESR-beam:
for 238 U, E = 360 MeV/u ⇒ ∆E/E = 1.1 x 10 -3 with Tandem-beam: for 152 Sm, E = 3.6 MeV/u ⇒ ∆E/E = 1.6 x 10 -3 rate capability: ≥ 200 sec -1 resolution:
∆E/E = 1.6 x 10 -3 systematical investigation of energy resolution: ⇒ capture of a thermal neutron ⇒ binary scission ⇒ about 85% (~170 MeV) of the energy released is transferred to the kinetic energy of the fragments
• motivation for studying properties of fission fragments:
⇒ better understanding of the nuclear fission process ⇒ test of theoretical predictions ⇒ information about nuclear structure (shell effects, excited states, ...) ⇒ data relevant for reactor physics (for example for Fukushima -Accident)
Idea of the Experiment: Investigation of Z (nuclear charge) Distributions of Fission Fragments
• select mass and energy in the LOHENGRIN mass seperator
• identify Z by using the Z-dependent energy loss in an energy degrader • production of fission products by n → 235 U
• separation according to A/Q (magnetic field) and E/Q (electric field)
• but no Z -selectivity!!
Quality of Z -Separation depends on:
• 
